MOBILE FORMS
PURCHASING GUIDE
What to Look for When You’re in the Market
for a Mobile Forms Vendor
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WHAT CAN MOBILE
FORMS DO FOR YOU?
All data collection and processing methods do not provide equal results. For
example, paper forms get lost, are slow to arrive, often contain erroneous
data, or errors are made during data entry. Mobile forms and data collection
apps such as

Device Magic replace paperwork, legacy or non-existent

data collection processes and transmit data immediately to the destination –
allowing for the automation of business workflows in a secure, scalable way.
Mobile forms and data collection apps are frequently used to:

+ PERFORM DAILY JOB REPORTS & INSPECTIONS
+ COLLECT SITE AUDIT DATA
+ MANAGE DRIVERS & FLEETS
+ SEND QUOTES & INVOICES
+ COMPLETE WORK ORDERS & COMPLIANCE REPORTS
+ MAKE PURCHASE ORDER REQUESTS
+ CONDUCT INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE TASKS
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THE VALUE IN
GOING MOBILE
Mobile forms and data collection apps like Device

Magic are valuable to

businesses of all sizes. They can help optimize your business processes to
reduce costs and maximize ROI. Mobile forms allow you to:

+ SPEED UP INVOICING & BILLING
+ ENSURE QUALITY & COMPLIANCE, ELIMINATING
REWORKS
+ IDENTIFY BUSINESS INSIGHTS, GAPS &
OPPORTUNITIES
+ ELIMINATE MANUAL ERROR, TIMING DELAYS &
AFFILIATED COSTS
+ EXPAND DATA COLLECTION & TRANSFER
POSSIBILITIES, EVEN OFFLINE
+ DELIVER INFORMATION EFFICIENTLY & SECURELY
+ AUTOMATE BUSINESS WORKFLOWS & OPTIMIZE
OPERATIONS FOR FASTER PROJECT COMPLETION
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Because mobile forms are a scalable solution, they meet business needs
large and small. They are also convenient, working on the existing devices
teams are already using. In most cases, they can be built, customized and
formatted by the end user.
With mobile forms, it’s possible to gather data in even the most adverse of
conditions, such as:

+ UNDERGROUND
+ IN REMOTE OR RURAL AREAS
+ WITHOUT ONLINE CAPABILITES
Building and maintaining an in-house solution may be an option, however
is very expensive and time consuming. Fortunately, there are many
SaaS providers that offer intuitive, quality mobile forms apps that can scale
according to most business needs.

The question remains:

WHICH ONE BEST SUITS YOUR
BUSINESS NEEDS?
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CHOOSING A
VENDOR
When selecting a mobile forms provider, it’s important to consider several
criteria, like key features, capabilities and qualities. Depending on the
business and use case, some will inevitably carry more weight than others.
However, it’s worth the time and effort to research before making a decision
on a solutions provider and putting mobile forms into your business’
practice.
We’ve created a mobile forms selection guide to get you started with your
search. Consult this list comparing some of the top mobile forms providers:

Device Magic, GoCanvas, Form.com and ProntoForms to
determine which solution is best for you and your business.
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THE MOBILE FORMS SELECTION CHECKLIST
You’re in the market for a mobile forms and data collection app. Look for a vendor and app that:
Offers the functionality you need, even in less than ideal
conditions such as those lacking an internet connection
Features quick, intuitive setup and implementation
Is easily customizable and editable by the admin and/or end
user
Allows you to collect a variety of rich data and media
Provides a range of formats for data delivery
Functions on the devices you use on a daily basis
Gives analytics to support your reporting needs
Is accessible to a range of staff, from IT professionals to
those without coding experience
Functions with a web automation app to amplify integration
possibilities
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Offers users a free trial to test the product
Provides resourceful, available and reliable support
Readily integrates with other applications and programs
Meets any additional business feature requirements
Gives access to an API
Guarantees various export options
Provides a pricing model that scales to fit your needs
Offers a free version of their product
Ranks well in Google Play and/or the iOS App Store
Reflects positive customer ratings on review sites such as
Capterra and G2 Crowd

FEATURES
As part of the decision-making process, it’s key to assess your business’
needs and non-negotiables, as well as how the app’s functionality and
features meet them. Asking questions like the ones below can help narrow
down your options:

+ Does the product offer the functionality you need in
every circumstance, including adverse conditions such
as working offline?
+ Are the mobile forms customizable and editable? How
flexible is the form building process?
+ What types of data can be collected, and is the variety
rich enough for your needs?
+ What formats are available for data delivery and on
which devices?
+ Do the reporting options support your analytics
requirements?
+ Are there any additional must-have features that the
application offers?
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THE BREAKDOWN
Each of the four featured mobile forms providers offers a similar, wide array
of features. For example, each has a drag and drop form builder, provides
offline access and has an accompanying desktop application, so that
your business processes can be completed both in the office and out in the
field.
In addition to functioning on iOS and Android devices, all of the
aforementioned applications support multiple input types, like: text, photo,
sketch and geolocation. Each also provides the option to implement
automated workflows and conditional logic, which is essential when
collecting information dependent on “if, then” or “yes, no” scenarios.

GoCanvas’ Dispatch Calendar stands out as a unique feature,
allowing users to schedule various dispatches and follow-up forms in
advance. However, the product’s reporting features fall short to those of
its competitors. Form.com and

Device Magic both offer robust
analytics capabilities. Comparatively, ProntoForms’ KPI dashboards
and enterprise analytics provide quality reporting on performance trends,
customer satisfaction, service quality and compliance.
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EASE OF USE
Considering the product’s usability not only encompasses its intuitiveness,
but also takes into account the breadth of users that can readily utilize it,
the knowledge required and the support offered. With these factors in mind,
evaluate the following:

+ Can you get started quickly and implement the
application easily with your current staff, including those
without coding experience or extensive technical
knowledge? Or, will you require additional services
from the vendor?
+ Does the provider offer a free product trial so that you
can test the application and gain insight into how it
might help you accomplish your goals?
+ Is the vendor’s support readily available to you? Are your
inquiries answered quickly and thoroughly?
+ Is there a reporting feature? If so, are analytics
presentable and easily digested?
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THE BREAKDOWN
It’s clear that application intuitiveness and the general user experience are
priorities for each of these mobile forms providers. Some general features
are available across the board:

+ DRAG & DROP FORM BUILDER

+ SINGLE SIGN-ON (SSO)

+ FREE TRIALS

+ SUPPORT RESOURCES, LIVE
CHAT & HELP ARTICLES

(with the exception of Form.com)

However, online user reviews prove that ease of use isn’t always a walk in
the park. FitSmallBusiness’ write-up on Form.com features customer
requests for tutorial videos and additional help during the onboarding
process. Reviews also describe a steep learning curve.
In addition, several Capterra reviews diminish GoCanvas’ intuitiveness
and timeliness, citing form creation and design as areas needing
improvement. Some ProntoForms users also said they wish they had
more training, explaining that it’s difficult to make changes to forms without
computer knowledge.
In comparison, Device

Magic’s customer reviews praise the

application’s practical, simple user interface, intuitive application and quick,
straightforward onboarding. One recent customer, Paterson Simons,
mentioned getting everything set up and running in 20 minutes and never
looking back.
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INTEGRATIONS
Ensuring that your most-used applications are talking with one another and
effectively transferring data collected in the field is essential. What’s more,
offering a variety of software integrations is key, as they increase business
productivity and data synchronization. Whether it’s delivering customer
data to your CRM, triggering the deployment of a confirmation message or
automatically uploading a customized PDF to a cloud like Google Drive, you’ll
want to make sure that the mobile forms solution you choose guarantees
the integrations you need.

+ What built-in integrations exist and don’t require
additional coding?
+ Does the provider work with a web automation app like
Zapier, so that connecting to additional apps is possible?
+ Does the vendor offer access to an API?
+ What export options are provided?
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THE BREAKDOWN
All of the featured providers connect with some standard cloud, business
and CRM systems like Salesforce, in addition to offering custom API
integrations. That being said, some products provide more opportunities to
effortlessly link with outside apps than others.

Form.com offers bi-directional integrations with Salesforce and
QlikView, as well as third-party applications. While custom integrations with
third-party systems are possible, it’s not clear how much of the connection is
already established, making it difficult to determine how many additional IT
resources are required.
In comparison, ProntoForms advertises 19 integrations and the ability
to generate custom connections. However, they do not pair with Zapier,
a web automation app that links to hundreds of additional platforms and
products. GoCanvas, on the other hand, does provide “Zaps.” Yet, they
only offer eight base, built-in integrations.

Device Magic brings to the table over 26 pre-built integrations that
do not require additional coding. Integrating with platforms such as Google
Drive, Dropbox, Slack, Salesforce, SQL, Zendesk, MailChimp, Box, SMS and
Evernote is simple thanks to a quick setup process. Device

Magic also

connects with Zapier and provides a RestAPI for customized integrations
and two-way data flows.
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PLANS & PRICING
Perhaps the most obvious of these criteria, it’s vital to take plan and pricing
details into account. After determining your business’ pain points and
areas of opportunity, analyze which features and capabilities are a must,
and research how they are packaged among mobile forms providers.
Some features may only be available to certain plans, while other pricing
structures, such as those priced by device, may include an array of
capabilities across the board.

+ Does the vendor have a pricing model that scales
according to your needs? Make sure to ask about volume,
annual or other pricing models that fit your requirements.
+ Do they offer a free version of their product?
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THE BREAKDOWN
According to the small business review site GetApp, most providers offer
subscription plans and free trials, while only 30% have a free plan option.
FitSmallBusiness adds that “prices can range between $20 per month for
basic software to $500 per month for more advanced applications.”
Keeping this in mind, pricing among these four mobile forms solutions
generally starts around $25-30 per device per month when on an annual
plan. GoCanvas and Device

Magic both offer a free option that

includes standard elements like a form builder, unlimited forms and cloud
storage, and basic data export capabilities. In contrast, Form.com and

ProntoForms start out of the gate with their Simple and Small Business
plans, respectively.

Free:
$0

Standard:
$25/month

Advanced:
$34/month

Enterprise:
Contact Us

Form.com

–

Simple:
Contact Us

Advanced:
Contact Us

–

GoCanvas

Individual:
$0

Business:
$45/month

Professional:
$55/month

Enterprise:
Contact Us

–

Small Business:
$30/month

Professional:
$40/month

Enterprise:
Contact Us

Device Magic

ProntoForms
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WHAT OTHERS
ARE SAYING
User reviews are a great way to get to know a product, its pros and
shortcomings. Some providers make it easy by featuring reviews on their site
or related social media accounts. But remember to check mediums like app
stores and software product review sites to see how your options match up.

+ How does the vendor rank in the App Store or Google Play?
+ What are customers saying on product research and review
sites like G2 Crowd and Capterra?
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THE BREAKDOWN
Popular review forums such as Capterra and G2 Crowd, in addition to the
iOS App Store and Google Play, all offer key information on these four
products and how users feel about them.
At the time of publication, GoCanvas and Device

Magic lead the

pack in ratings across the aforementioned platforms. Highlighted benefits
include adaptability and customization possibilities, in addition to
quality customer service.
Ease of use, reliability and form design flexibility are also among the
most commonly referenced advantages. ProntoForms and

Form.com follow suit, suffering from lower ratings in Google Play and
the iOS App Store.
We recommend consistently monitoring customer reviews and ratings as
factors like updates, pricing changes and added features occur.
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MOVING FORWARD
WITH MOBILE FORMS
Mobile forms applications like Device Magic enable quick and easy data
collection and transfer, even without an internet connection. They also
provide for quality and compliance checks, reliable records and immediate
product verification. All of these factors contribute to more efficient business
workflow processes, leading to better ROI for businesses.

Liked Our Checklist?

CHECK OUT OUR MOBILE FORMS
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